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Choice (chȯis), noun:
The range of different things from which you can choose;
a person or thing that has been chosen or that can
be chosen; a decision
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years of front end planning
(FEP) research
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Research and
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A component of the Front
End Planning (FEP) process
performed during Detailed
Scope (Phase 3), consisting of
the engineering documents,
outputs, and deliverables for
the chosen scope of work.










FEED
Cost Estimate
Schedule
Project Execution Plan
Procurement Strategy
Risk Management Plan
Constructability Study
Other
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Front End
Engineering
Design (FEED)
elements that
frame maturity

PDRI Scope
definition
elements that
frame maturity

SECTION I – BASIS OF PROJECT DECISION

Definition Level

Items that may improve the affordability of the project
should be considered during scope development and
communicated to the project team. These items may
include incremental cost criteria such as:
Consideration of feedstock availability and transport
to the job site
Understanding of raw material or feedstock and
product variability in relation to cost and volume
Reduction in manufacturing costs
Performing an analysis of capital and operating cost
versus sales and profitability
Long-term environmental sustainability
considerations
Other

Original

Comments on Issues:
While this element references the project in the first
sentence above, it is ultimately related to the affordability
of the product over the facility’s lifecycle. It also relates to
the feasibility of delivering the product within specific cost,
time, and other needs or constraints. Input on cost
reduction options has been obtained from contractors and
vendors (e.g., power supply, raw material availability and
cost, equipment efficiency).

New

BEST
1
Items that may improve the
affordability/ feasibility of the
products have been completed
and key stakeholders (e.g., the
business unit) have approved
the recommendations that will
benefit the project.
Efforts to assess and improve
the affordability/feasibility of
the products being produced by
the facility have been accepted,
incorporated into the design,
and have been taken into
consideration during the
development of the phase 3
budget estimate. Specific items
such as feedstock availability,
feed/product prices and
transport logistics have been
thoroughly vetted, including
contingency plans.

2
Most of the items that may
improve the affordability/
feasibility of the products
have been documented and
are under review, but not
fully approved.
Efforts to assess and improve
the affordability/ feasibility of
the products being produced
by the facility have minor
issues that require resolution,
such as, getting input from a
few contractors and vendors
who are involved in the
analysis.

MEDIUM
3
Some items that may
improve the affordability/
feasibility of the products
have been developed
with open items.

4
Some items that may
improve the affordability/
feasibility of the products
have been identified but
not implemented.

Efforts to assess and
improve the affordability/
feasibility of the products
being produced by the
facility have several issues
that require resolution,
such as, getting input from
key contractors and
vendors who are involved
in the analysis.

Initial thoughts have been
applied to this effort;
however, affordability/
feasibility items have not
been applied to the project.
Little or no meeting time or
development hours have
been expended on this
element and nothing has
been documented.

New

WORST
5

Not yet started.

B. BUSINESS OBJECTIVES
B4. Affordability/Feasibility

Not required for project.

N/A
0
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Factors that frame
accuracy during
front end planning

4. Project Resources
4c. Local knowledge
(e.g., institutional
memory,
understanding of laws
and regulations,
understanding of site
history) and access
to visit and evaluate
the site

The knowledge that the project team and subject matter experts
have developed over time in a given area ensures that FEP is
based on experience and adapted to the local culture and
environment. For international projects, the project team should
consider government influence, international codes and
standards, taxes, foreign exchange rates, and applicable labor
laws.
Additionally, access to the project site provides the project team
with hands-on review and allows field verification of the site
characteristics. This factor is extremely important for projects
involving renovation and revamp construction activities.

Rating levels of the PDRI Accuracy Factors

Not required for project.

N/A

High
Performing

Meets
Most

Meets
Some

Needs
Improvement

Not
Acceptable

Rating a factor High
Performing indicates
the factor’s criteria
are fully met within
the context of their
respective category,
e.g., project
leadership, execution,
management, or
project resources.

Rating a factor Meets
Most indicates that
the factor’s criteria are
consistently met and
understood with
minor deficiencies.

Rating a factor
Meets Some
indicates that the
factor’s criteria are
partially met and
without
improvement,
project success could
be in jeopardy.

Rating a factor Needs
Improvement
indicates that the
factor’s criteria are not
consistent in meeting
project expectations
and without
improvement, the
project is at risk.
Substantial action to
meet expectations is
required.

Rating a factor
Not Acceptable
indicates that the
factor’s criteria are
consistently below
expectations and
current performance
is unacceptable.
Project success
cannot be achieved in
this current state and
actions are required to
improve.
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METRICS

• PDRI score (0-1000)
•

FEED maturity (0-100)

• PDRI accuracy (0-100)

Accuracy

early FEP 3

FEED maturity

third party engineering
deliverables

`

the preparation of your
organization and the
engineering deliverables

Full PDRI maturity



Choice to assess Maturity and Accuracy has made a
difference



Maturity is faster. Maturity + Accuracy can add 1-2 hours



International teams, in particular, benefited from the revised
definitions



The additional scores will help you to pinpoint the areas that
are causing you pain

Projects

“It was the best of times, it was the
worst of times, it was the age of
wisdom, it was the age of
foolishness, it was the epoch of
belief, it was the epoch of
incredulity, it was the season of
light, it was the season of
darkness, it was the spring of
hope, it was the winter of despair.”
CHARLES DICKENS

This project was also done in a rush to meet
a compliance deadline that required us to
separate our co-located facility into two
separate plants (separate entrances, utilities,
etc.)

Project A

We used a classic PDRI and a FEED MATRS
accuracy review (Now both
are in the PDRI MATRS Tool)

Evaluation showed weakness in our team
composition and in our planning

This was a rush to market project with
a new product that had the potential
to drive a tremendous amount of new
business

Project B

Because it was so important that
we get the project done right
and done quickly we paid for a third party
evaluation of our planning

Score came back showing we were well
prepared

Item

Project A

Project B

Front End Maturity

284 – PDRI

Contractor rated as excellent

Front End Accuracy

74%

Not Evaluated

Schedule Result

20% ahead

70% behind schedule

Cost Result

15% Under Budget

10% Over Budget

Overall Result

Happy Stakeholders

We don’t speak of Project B
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Choice (chȯis), noun:
The range of different things from which you can choose;
a person or thing that has been chosen or that can
be chosen; a decision
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The team environment leading to more
accuracy in front end planning

Photos: G.E. Gibson and NASA

Consequence (kon si kwens), noun:
A result of a particular action or situation;
the condition of having a lasting effect; importance.
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